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social
transformation

How centre on
Skye plays role in

By Katie Macleod

Maggie Cunningham,
the current chair of
Gaelic broadcaster
MG Alba, has been
involved in various social
enterprise and charities
across Scotland during
her career.
“I think if you’re as lucky I was to be
brought up in a community where
children were cherished and loved
and encouraged and supported and
safe…it is really important to give
something back,” she says, referring to
her childhood on the Isle of Scalpay,
off the Isle of Harris.

Having held multiple high-level
executive positions at BBC Scotland,
and as a well-respected leadership
coach, Maggie felt she had the ability
to translate these experiences into
working for social change. “I do have
a level of experience that’s useful, and
therefore I think it’s incumbent of us
to use that kind of experience, if it can
be helpful,” she explains.

The former BBC broadcaster and
journalist is a founding board member
of Sistema Scotland, a charity on a
mission to effect social change through
music in some of the country’s most
deprived areas.

She also recently spent two years as
CEO of Columba 1400, a charity
focused on helping young people,
which operates out of Staffin on the
Isle of Skye.

Although she knew she would be
taking on the role for an interim
period (Maggie stepped down as
CEO in August 2015), the work being
done at Columba 1400 was what
persuaded her to take on the role of
Chief Executive early in 2013.

“It is a fantastic place in Staffin.
The staff are absolutely brilliant, their
commitment is just phenomenal, and
I think the work it does with young
people is really powerful. It was a
combination of quite a few things that
made me keen to take on the role of
Chief Executive.”

The six-day programme at
Columba 1400 involves both young
people and adults closely involved
in their lives. Through a variety of
activities, they look at their pathways
in life, and how to invest positively in
themselves and in their communities
using the programme’s core values:
awareness, focus, creativity, integrity,
perseverance, and service.

“It’s really thinking about themselves,
first of all, and then thinking about
their communities,” Maggie explains.
“They really think about their own
world, and how to create a positive
path directed by their own core
values, using our core values to look at
what they might yet become.”

“I love the fact that there is this fantastic
building in the middle of Staffin, which
has such a huge impact on young
people’s lives, but also provides really
good employment for local people.”

Sistema Scotland is another
organisation helping young people to
create positive pathways in life, one
which Maggie was involved in from
the start. Based on a Venezuelan
model, Sistema uses participation in
music and ‘Big Noise’ orchestras”
to change the lives of children in
some of Scotland’s most deprived
communities.

“Our objective is social transformation:
music is the tool,” explains Maggie.
Sistema aims to change lives by
encouraging confidence, discipline,
teamwork, pride and aspiration in
the young people involved in the
orchestras; the hope is they go on to
have successful, fulfilling lives, and give
back to their communities.

“I became involved with Sistema right
at the very beginning, because Richard
Holloway, who’s our chairman, was in
the BBC one day…and he was really
inspiring. At the time I was Head
of Radio Scotland, and the Scottish
Symphony Orchestra was managed
through the Head of Radio - the
Director reported to me - and I
arranged to meet with Richard…
to say that there might be a way of
the Scottish Symphony Orchestra
supporting this if it ever got off
the ground.”

Shortly afterwards, Richard came
back to Maggie, inviting her to join
the board and attempt to launch the
project in Scotland. “So it was as
simple as that! I said yes, I would love
to, and that was in 2007.”

Since then, Sistema’s Big Noise
orchestras have expanded from their
first location in Raploch, Stirling, to
include Govanhill in Glasgow, and
Torry in Aberdeen. Referring to
research being carried out by the
Glasgow Centre for Population Health
on the impact of Sistema, Maggie
points out that the charity is “proving
that children have more confidence,
work harder at school, and have
stronger social skills.”

“It’s fantastic, it’s another really
inspiring thing to be involved in,
you’re just in awe at the commitment
of the musicians, and also the
children. Their capacity to learn and
their enthusiasm is just awesome.”

It’s important to note that this is not an
overnight solution to the problems of
deprivation. “We always said that…it
wasn’t going to happen in five minutes,
and I think often the problem with
interventions like Sistema is people
expect everything will sort itself out
in a couple of years.” Maggie notes
that the real impact will be visible
when the children from the first Big
Noise project leave school in the next
few years.

These charities are making a difference
to the lives of young people across
the country, but as Maggie points
out, complacency is not an option.
“You should never get complacent
and think that you can solve all
society’s ills, you can’t,” she cautions.
“But if you can make a little impact,
and help the next generation have
a better experience in life than the
previous one, then I think that’s really
worthwhile.”
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